LOCKHEED MARTIN®
SR-71® A BLACKBIRD®

Beiliegenden Sicherheitstext beachten / Please note the enclosed safety advice

REVELL IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF REVELL GMBH, GERMANY. www.revell.de
* Zur Anbringung der Klarsichtteile empfohlen.
  * Recommandé pour l'utilisation des décalkomaniacs.
  * Anbefales til hætning af de klare dele.
  * Recomendado para la aplicación de las piezas transparentes.
  * Рекомендуется для устранения сколов картинок.
  * Rekomendovan za mantjenje svih sločajnih osebnosti.
  * A řadící matice lehko posuvné a snadno slevové.
  * Recomendat pentru aplicarea piezelor transparente.
  * Prihvaćeno je za postavljanje na proizvodnji.

* Oft nicht enthalten
  * Non fourni
  * Behaart niet tot de levering
  * Нет
  * Не включено
  * Não incluído
  * Medfølger ikke
  * Índlekkert
  * Er sprang ej
  * Л. Включено
  * Не включено в комплект
  * Не включено
  * Не включено в комплект

* De enklarhet om å gjøre dette klar.
  * Матрица легкого сдвига и легко срезаемая и удобная для применения.
  * Встраиваемые наклейки для быстрого и удобного применения.
  * Дисплейная пленка для легко срезаемых наклеек.
  * Три мягко снимаются пленки прикреплены к деталям.
  * Стикеры, которые не оставляют следов на изделиях.

* Nicht enthalten
  * Non fourni
  * Behaart nicht tot de levering
  * Нет
  * Не включено
  * Não incluído
  * Medfølger ikke
  * Índlekkert
  * Er sprang ej
  * Л. Включено
  * Не включено в комплект
  * Не включено
  * Не включено в комплект
| 09 | Anthrazit matt | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit glänzend | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit glänzend | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit matt | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit matt | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit matt | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit matt | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 09 | Anthrazit matt | Malvachartrut | Schwarz seidenmatt |

| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |
| 36 | Karmine rot matt | Karmine rot matt | Schwarz seidenmatt |

| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |
| 45 | Hell-Silber matt | Blau matt | Hellgraumatt |

| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 76 | Aluminium metallic | Aluminium metallic | Schwarz matt |

| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 89 | Eisen metallic | Eisen metallic | Schwarz matt |

| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |
| 90 | Silber metallic | Silber metallic | Schwarz matt |

Benötigte Farben / Required colours

- Anthrazit matt
- Anthrazit glänzend
- Karmine rot matt
- Eisen metallic
- Silber metallic
- Blau matt
- Aluminium metallic
- Other metallic colors

Inhändelung von Fabrikat

- Anthrazit matt
- Anthrazit glänzend
- Karmine rot matt
- Eisen metallic
- Silber metallic
- Blau matt
- Aluminium metallic
- Other metallic colors

- 27 July 1976: World speed record (1,000 km closed circuit): 2092.29 mph (3366.74 km/h)
- 28 July 1976: World speed record (15/25 km straight course): 2193.17 mph (3529.56 km/h)
- 1 September 1974: New York to London: 1 hour 54 minutes and 56.4 seconds
- 6 March 1990: Los Angeles to Washington, D.C.: 64 minutes 20 seconds